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Abstract 
Although HSR (high-speed rail) systems can provide good service quality, such the systems have not been designed to handle 
disaster-related events very well, i.e., the trains dispatching work during a disaster.  In other words, if there is no experienced
train dispatchers in the control center of a HSR system, extended delays and possible catastrophic system failures might occur,
thus exacerbating the impact caused by the disaster.  Recently, a novel approach called the multi-agent system (MAS) is being 
increasingly used in transportation applications.  Within a multi-agent assisted environment, a stakeholder such as train driver
and depot manager can consultant with the corresponding MAS agent about the best trains dispatching strategy.  The proposed 
ontology-based, multi-agent model was tested by using Taiwan HSR real dispatching cases.  The results show the potential of 
assisting train dispatchers in handling disaster scenarios in a more efficient and effective way.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the International Conference on Sustainable Design, Engineering 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays high-speed rail (HSR) systems have played a critical role in providing efficient transportation of 
passengers.  To guarantee the HSR service quality, myriad advanced information and communication systems, high 
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skilled train dispatchers and engineers, etc. all need to work together in a disciplined way.  Even before the 
occurrence of a disaster, current HSR systems usually include dedicated warning modules that can probe any 
disaster-related symptoms to protect both the passengers and the systems from the disaster impact.  As such, HSR 
passengers can expect punctuality of the timetables, reliability of the systems, and safety of their journeys [1, 2].  
Take for the earthquake warning system (EWS) deployed on Japan or Taiwan HSR systems as an example, which 
involves earthquake sensors usually installed every five kilometers along a HSR mainline.  In earthquake prone 
regions such as Taiwan and Japan, the EWS can detect an earthquake’s electromagnetic waves several seconds 
before appearance of the first earthquake damage.  Once detecting the event with an earthquake’s peak ground 
acceleration (PGA) value greater than 40 Gal, the EWS will immediately notify dispatchers in the HSR operation 
control center (OCC) of current situations as well as automatically stop each affected train right away by sending 
commands to its automatic train control system (ATC).  In fact, Taiwan HSR EWS successfully shielded the entire 
system from the 4 March 2010 Jiasian, Kaohsiung earthquake with a 6.4 magnitude.  Only one train was slightly 
derailed with no casualties.  As for the 2011 off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku earthquake, there was no derailment 
report on Shinkansen trains operating at high speeds [3]. 
Although current HSR systems have been proved to be able to maintain passengers’ safety in case of a disaster, 
such systems were not designed to be able to handle the following events very well, i.e., the associated dispatching 
work done during the disaster response phase.  In other words, if HSR responsible personnel, such as field engineers, 
engine drivers on trains, dispatchers in the OCC, and maintenance crews in depots, do not well perform the follow-
up work, extended delays and possible catastrophic system failures might occur, thus exacerbating the impact caused 
by the disaster.  It should be noted that the disaster response phase defined here is the time period when an 
emergency dispatching plan is required for a HSR system to transport affected passengers to safe places as well as to 
send inspection and/or engineering trains to repair damaged infrastructure or equipment.  After the disaster response 
phase, at least some adjusted passenger train services can be run if all safety-related issues have been resolved.  It 
should be also noted that unlike conventional rail systems, HSR systems always require a timetable to govern each 
train movement, even during the disaster response phase.  Hence, generation of a feasible emergency dispatching 
plan, which contains the timetable to be followed by various types of trains, is the most important task during this 
time period.  Actions of the emergency dispatching plan may include sending a spare train from a HSR depot to the 
location of the damaged train to transport the passengers, and sending a track inspection train from a HSR depot to 
examine the damaged railway infrastructure.  Literature showed that due to human emotional behaviors and 
consequent errors under stress, HSR emergency dispatching plans generated were not always reasonable [4].  
Literature also indicated that in one conventional rail system, casualties did occur during the first several hours of a 
disaster largely due to a poor emergency dispatching plan. 
In order to design a reasonable emergency dispatching plan, all responsible personnel distributed over the entire 
HSR system are required to work jointly, so that the OCC dispatchers can collect necessary information from the 
field, process a vast amount of data from sensors, and create a feasible emergency dispatching plan to be carried out 
by each ATC, all within a very short period of time [5, 6].  In reality, a lot of inherent uncertainties can make this 
decision-making process more intricate.  For example, a power supply system might become unstable intermittently 
under such circumstances, which complicates the process by altering the dispatching rules dynamically [7].  To 
tackle the problem, it is needed a systematical method to assist all HSR responsible personnel in crafting a 
reasonable emergency dispatching plan. 
The motivation behind this study is to overcome the problem associated with current human-based practices for 
creation of a HSR emergency dispatching plan.  Making a reasonable and quick decision in such information-rich, 
dynamic environments is essential to this kind of problem.  Recently, a novel approach called the multi-agent system 
(MAS) is being increasingly used in transportation applications.  Literature has shown that the MAS is suitable to 
solve a communication and coordination problem in a distributed environment.  Presently, the MAS is often 
combined with a well-designed ontology model capturing the domain knowledge to strengthen its reasoning 
capability, in order to help project stakeholders collaborate in the decision-making process [8].  Within a multi-agent 
assisted environment, a project stakeholder can firstly consultant with a software agent of MAS about current 
situations and suggested actions and then make the corresponding decision.  Therefore, this study proposed an 
Ontology-based Multi-Agent (OMA) model for emergency trains dispatching in HSR systems during the disaster 
response phase.  This combined approach has not been seen in the field of HSR emergency dispatching from the 
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literature and is therefore the main goal of this research.  Section 2 describes the proposed OMA approach and the 
inference rules.  In Section 3, three real Taiwan HSR dispatching cases created by experienced dispatchers with the 
good outcome were utilized to compare with the results of using the OMA method.  Finally, Section 4 discusses the 
research conclusions with future suggestions. 
2. Design of MAS Model 
This MAS model consists of four intelligent agents: Train Agent (TA), Depot Agent (DA), Operations Control 
Center Agent (OCCA), and Power Supply Agent (PA).  OMA-HSR contains a set of inference rules to represent the 
knowledge pertaining to HSR emergency dispatching. The SWRL technique was utilized here to describe these 
ontological rules. There are eleven rules in the proposed model, including train movement, path existence, depot 
resource checking, and command control. 
Rule 1: Train Path Existence 
This object property exists between class Train and class RailwayNode. It represents the fact that there is a travel 
path that does not contain any damaged track between the train and the railway node. The location of the incident 
may be somewhere between the train and the railway node, causing the train not to be able to move to the railway 
node.  Therefore, the property hasTrainPath needs to be inferred to determine whether there is a path between the 
train and the railway node. The rule was defined as follows: 
Train(?t) ר hasLocation(?t, ?t_loc) ר RailwayNode(?n) ר LocatedAt(?n, ?n_loc) ר Incident(?e) ר
OccurrenceLocation(?e, ?e_loc) ר subtract(?v1, ?e_loc, t_loc) ר subtract(?v2, ?e_loc, n_loc) ר
multiply(?v3, ?v1, ?v2) ר greaterThanOrEqual(?v3, 0) Æ hasTrainPath(?t, ?n) 
The variables ?t_loc, ?n_loc and ?e_loc are the location of train, railway node and incident respectively. The 
variable ?v1 is the ?e_loc subtracting ?t_loc, and the ?v2 is the ?e_loc subtracting ?n_loc. The variable ?v3 is ?v1 
multiplying ?v2 and can be used to determine whether the incident exists between the train and the railway node. 
The value is positive if the incident is not between the train and the railway node. In other words, there is a path 
between the train and the railway node. This rule can insert a new object property hasTrainPath to class Train and 
class RailwayNode, meaning that the train can move to the previous or the next station. 
Rule 2: Node Path Existence 
This object property exists between class Depot and class Station. It represents the fact that there is a path that 
does not contain any damaged track between the depot and station nodes. The location of the incident may be 
somewhere between the depot and station nodes, causing the train not being able to move between the two nodes.  
Therefore, the property hasNodePath needs to be inferred to determine whether there is a path between the depot and 
station nodes. The rule was defined as follows: 
Depot(?d) ר LocatedAt(?d, ?d_loc) ר Station(?s) ר LocatedAt(?s, ?s_loc) ר Incident(?e) ר
OccurrenceLocation(?e, ?e_loc) ר subtract(?v1, ?e_loc, d_loc) ר subtract(?v2, ?e_loc, s_loc) ר
multiply(?v3, ?v1, ?v2) ר greaterThanOrEqual(?v3, 0) Æ hasNodePath(?s, ?d) 
The variables ?d_loc, ?s_loc and ?e_loc are the location of depot, station and incident respectively. The 
variable ?v1 is the ?e_loc subtracting ?d_loc and the ?v2 is the ?e_loc subtracting ?s_loc. The variable ?v3 is ?v1 
multiplying ?v2 and can be used to determine whether the incident exists between the depot and station nodes. The 
value is positive if the incident is not between the depot and station nodes. In other words, there is a path between 
the depot and station nodes. This rule can insert a new object property hasNodePath to class Depot and class Station, 
meaning that the train can move to the depot from the station, and vice versa. 
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Rule 3: Platform Checking 
This object property exists between class Train and class Station. It represents not only whether the train can 
move to the station to let passengers disembark, but the availability of each platform in the station for the train to 
actually dwell in. Thus, it will reuse Rule 1 and add one additional constraint.  Therefore, the property gotoStation 
needs to be inferred to determine both the station and the platform for the train to move to. The rule was defined as 
follows: 
Platform(?p) ר Station(?s) ר Train(?t) ר hasPlatform(?s, ?p) ר isAvailable(?p, ?a) ר equal(?a, true) ר
hasTrainPath(?t, ?s) Æ gotoStation(?t, ?s) 
The object property hasPlatform between class Station and class Platform can be used to find out which platform 
is good for dwelling in. The data property isAvailable represents the status of each platform in the station. The object 
property hasTrainPath can be derived from Rule1. The variable ?a is equal to true if the platform is available at the 
station, and false otherwise. This rule can insert a new object property gotoStation to the class Train and class 
Station, meaning that the train can move to the specified platform to let passengers disembark. 
Rule 4: Stabling Yard Checking 
This object property exists between class Train and class Depot. Similar to the platform issue in Rule 3, it can be 
used to determine the available stabling yards in the depot for the train to move to for inspection and repairing. 
Basically, it will reuse Rule 2 and add the stabling yard constraint to the model.  Therefore, the property gotoDepot 
needs to be inferred to determine which stabling yard for the train to move to. The object property hasStablingYard 
between class Depot and class StablingYard can be used to find out which stabling yard belongs to the depot. The 
data property isAvailable represents the availability of each stabling yard. The object property hasTrainPath can be 
derived from Rule1. The variable ?a is equal to true if the stabling yard is available in the depot, and false otherwise. 
This rule can insert a new object property gotoDepot to the class Train and class Depot, meaning that the train can 
move to the stabling yard of the depot for inspection. 
StablingYard(?sy) ר Train(?t) ר Depot(?d) ר hasStablingYard(?d, ?sy) ר isAvailable(?sy, ?a) ר equal(?a, true) ר
hasTrainPath(?t, ?d) Æ gotoDepot(?t, ?d) 
Rule 5: Spare Train Assignment for Train 
This object property exists between class Depot and class Train. It represents the spare train that should move 
from the depot to the location of the damaged train to replace it so that passengers can change trains to continue their 
journey. This rule has to consider the availability of each spare train in the depot, as well as other related factors such 
as the path issue.  Therefore, the property assignSpareTrainAtTrain needs to be inferred to determine which spare 
train to be used. The rule was defined as follows: 
SpareTrain(?st) ר Train(?t) ר Depot(?d) ר hasSpareTrain(?d, ?st) ר isAvailable(?st, ?a) ר equal(?a, true) ר
hasTrainPath(?t, ?d) Æ assignSpareTrainAtTrain(?d, ?t) 
The object property hasSpareTrain between class Depot and class SpareTrain can be used to find out which spare 
train belongs to the depot. The data property isAvailable represents the availability of each spare train. The object 
property hasTrainPath can be derived from Rule1. The variable ?a is equal to true if the spare train is available in the 
depot, and false otherwise. This rule can insert a new object property assignSpareTrainAtTrain to the class Depot 
and class Train, meaning that the spare train in the depot can be used to replace the damaged train. It should be noted 
that Rule 5 implies the given train cannot move to any station probably due to more severe damage. 
Rule 6: Spare Train Assignment for Node 
This object property exists between class Depot and class Station. Unlike Rule 5, it represents the spare train that 
should move from the depot to the station in order to replace the damaged train, which currently dwells in the station.  
In fact, the damaged train may happen to be at the station, or it does not lose all of its traction power so it can move 
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from the incident location to the station. This rule has to consider the availability of each spare train in the depot, as 
well as other related factors such as the path issue.  Therefore, the property assignSpareTrainAtNode needs to be 
inferred to determine which spare train to be used. The object property hasSpareTrain between class Depot and class 
SpareTrain can be used to find out which spare train belongs to the depot. The data property isAvailable in class 
SpareTrain represents the availability of each spare train. The data property isAvailable in class Platform represents 
the availability of each platform. The object property hasNodePath can be derived from Rule2. The variable ?a1 is 
equal to true if the spare train is available in the depot, and false otherwise. The variable ?a2 is equal to true if the 
platform is available in the station, and false otherwise. This rule can insert a new object property 
assignSpareTrainAtNode to the class Depot and class Station, meaning that the spare train in the depot can move to 
the station to replace the damaged train. 
SpareTrain(?st) ר Station(?s) ר Platform(?p) ר Depot(?d) ר hasSpareTrain(?d, ?st) ר isAvailable(?st, ?a1) ר
hasPlatform(?s, ?p) ר isAvailable(?p, ?a2) ר equal(?a1, true) ר equal(?a2, true) ר hasNodePath(?s, ?d) Æ
assignSpareTrainAtNode(?d, ?s) 
Rule 7: Trailer Assignment 
This object property exists between class Depot and class Train. It represents the trailer that can move from the 
depot to the location of the damaged train for towing it back to the depot. It has to consider the availability of each 
trailer in the depot, as well as other related factors such as the path issue.  Therefore, the property assignTrailer needs 
to be inferred to determine which trailer to be used. The rule was defined as follows: 
Trailer(?tr) ר Train(?t) ר Depot(?d) ר hasTrailer(?d, ?tr) ר isAvailable(?tr, ?a) ר equal(?a, true) ר
hasTrainPath(?t, ?d) Æ assignTrailer(?d, ?t) 
The object property hasTrailer between class Depot and class Trailer can be used to find out which trailer belongs 
to the epot. The data property isAvailable in class Trailer represents the availability of each trailer. The object 
property hasTrainPath can be derived from Rule1. The variable ?a is equal to true if the trailer is available in the 
depot, and false otherwise. This rule can insert a new object property assignTrailer to the class Depot and class Train, 
meaning that the trailer in the depot can move to the location of the damaged train for towing it back to the depot. 
Rule 8: Inspection Car Assignment 
This object property exists between class Depot and class Incident. It represents the inspection car that can move 
from the depot to the incident location in order to perform necessary inspection and repair work for damaged tracks 
or facilities. It has to consider the availability of each inspection car in the depot, as well as other related factors such 
as the path issue.  Therefore, the property assignInspectionCar needs to be inferred to determine which inspection car 
to be used. The object property hasInspectionCar between class Depot and class InspectionCar can be used to find 
out which inspection car belongs to the depot. The data property isAvailable in class InspectionCar represents the 
availability of each inspection car. The variable ?a is equal to true if the inspection car is available in the depot, and 
false otherwise. This rule can insert a new object property assignInspectionCar to the class Depot and class Incident, 
meaning that the inspection car in the depot can move to the location of the damaged tracks or facilities to perform 
inspection and repair work. 
InspectionCar(?ic) ר Incident(?e) ר Depot(?d) ר hasInspectionCar(?d, ?ic) ר isAvailable(?ic, ?a) ר equal(?a, true) Æ
assignInspectionCar(?d, ?e) ר FacilityForRepairing(?e) 
Rule 9: Train Movement for Station 
This object property exists between class Train and class Station. It represents the train that has no damage and 
can move to a station to let passengers disembark. It has to consider the object property gotoStation, which is be 
derived from Rule 3.  Therefore, the property StationTarget needs to be inferred to determine whether the train can 
go to the station. The rule was defined as follows: 
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Train(?t) ר Station(?s) ר hasDamage(?t, ?dm) ר equal(?dm, false) ר needTrailer(?t, ?tl) ר equal(?tl, false) ר
gotoStation(?t, ?s) Æ StationTarget(?t, ?s) ר MoveToStation(?t) 
The object property gotoStation between class Train and class Station can be used to find out which station for 
the train to go to, based on Rule 3. The data property hasDamage in class Train represents the constant value, false, 
meaning that the train does not have any damage. The data property needTrailer in class Train represents the 
constant value, false, meaning that the train does not need any trailer. This rule can insert a new object property 
StationTarget to the class Train and class Station, meaning that the train can move to the station to let passengers 
disembark. 
Rule 10: Train Movement for Depot 
This object property exists between class Train and class Depot. It represents the train that has damage but does 
not need any trailer for towing.  The train can move to the depot by itself for inspection. In fact, the train needs to 
move to the station first, in order to let passengers disembark. This can be done by reusing the object property 
gotoStation. Then, the spare train from the depot has to move to this station to continue to transport the passengers, 
and it can be done by reusing the object property assignSpareTrainAtNode. Finally, the damaged train has to move 
to the depot to be inspected, and it can be done by reusing the object property gotoDepot.  Therefore, the property 
DepotTarget needs to be inferred to determine whether the train can go to the depot. The object property gotoStation 
between class Train and class Station can be used to find out which station that the train can move to, based on Rule 
3. The object property assignSpareTrainAtNode between class Depot and class Station can be used to find out which 
depot that can provide the spare train to move to the station, based on Rule 6. The object property gotoDepot 
between class Train and class Depot can be used to find out which depot that the train can move to, based on Rule 4. 
The data property hasDamage in class Train represents the constant value, true, meaning that the train does have 
damage so it needs to go to the depot later. The data property needTrailer in class Train represents the constant value, 
false, meaning that the train does not need any trailer. This rule can insert a new object property DepotTarget to the 
class Train and class Depot, meaning that the train should move to the station and then move the depot. 
Train(?t) ר Station(?s) ר Depot(?d) ר hasDamage(?t, ?dm) ר equal(?dm, true) ר needTrailer(?t, ?tl) ר equal(?tl, 
false) ר gotoStation(?t, ?s) ר assignSpareTrainAtNode(?d, ?s) ר gotoDepot(?t, ?d) Æ DepotTarget(?t, ?d) ר
MoveToDepot(?t) 
Rule 11: Train Towing 
This object property exists between class Train and class Depot. It represents the train that has damage and needs 
the trailer for towing it back to the depot for inspection. First, the spare train from the depot has to move to the 
location of the damaged train to let passengers change trains, by reusing the object property 
assignSpareTrainAtTrain. Then, the trailer from the depot has to move to the location of the damaged train for 
towing it back to the depot, by reusing the object property assignTrailer.  Therefore, the property TowingTarget 
needs to be inferred to determine whether the depot can provide such two services, i.e., the spare train for 
transporting passengers and the trailer for towing. The rule was defined as follows: 
Train(?t) ר Depot(?d) ר hasDamage(?t, ?dm) ר equal(?dm, true) ר needTrailer(?t, ?tl) ר equal(?tl, true) ר
assignSpareTrainAtTrain(?d, ?t) ר assignTrailer(?d, ?t) Æ TowingTarget(?t, ?d) ר TrainForTowing(?t) 
The object property assignSpareTrainAtTrain between class Depot and class Train can be used to find out which 
depot that can assign a spare train, based on Rule 5. The object property assignTrailer between class Depot and class 
Train can be used to find out which depot that provide the trailer to move to the location of damaged train, based on 
Rule 7. The data property hasDamage in class Train represents the constant value, true, meaning that the train needs 
to go to the depot for inspection later. The data property needTrailer in class Train represents the constant value, true, 
meaning that the train needs the trailer. This rule can insert a new object property TowingTarget to the class Train 
and class Depot, meaning that the train can be towed to depot to be repaired. 
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Based on the above rules mentioned, this study has validated the proposed model in the three real cases from 
Taiwan HSR. The sequence of messages or events were preserved but the actual time points were changed due to 
privacy issues. 
3. System Demonstration and Discussion 
A data set regarding the breakdown of the ATC system and the human dispatching sequence was collected. It 
indicates that the dispatching processing is resolved by different human controller via reporting back and querying 
information. In the first, the damaged train T621 reported to the control center that it had a failure relating to the 
ATC system. Then, the control center queried the nearest depot Wuri about the spare train information. The Wuri 
depot manager reported that a spare train TR04 was available. Finally, the control center requested the Wuri depot 
manager to assign the spare train to the Taichung station and requested the damaged train to move to the Taichung 
station to let passengers transfer to the spare train. The damaged train was then requested to move to Wuri depot to 
be repaired. 
Fig. 1(a) is the interface of the train agent in the proposed system. The driver of T621 has to enter the correct train 
location and select the damage status, i.e., whether the train was damaged and whether the train can move to a 
station by itself. Fig. 1 also shows the other interfaces in proposed system. This figure indicates that the control 
center received the train message and resolved the dispatching problem through use of the ontology model after 
updating the depot and power information. The inferred result indicates that T621 should move to the Wuri depot. 
Fig. 1(c) displays a segment of the dispatching interaction tracing diagram generated by JADE. Compared with the 
human dispatching sequence, the train driver of T621 reporting the status of train to the control center is shown in 
Message 1 in both the manual and agent modes. The control center querying the depot resources is shown in 
Messages 2-3 of Fig. 1(c). Finally, the control center requesting the train to move to Taichung for passengers 
transferring and to move to the Wuri depot is shown in Messages 6, 7, 10, 17 and in Message 4 of Fig. 1(c).  The 
control center also requesting the Wuri depot to assign a spare train to move to Taichung is shown in Messages 4, 8 
and in Message 5 of Fig. 1(c). The human dispatching actions, denoted as H# (the action number of human 
dispatching), can correspond to the JADE messages J# (the message number in JADE communication GUI), which 
are listed as follows: (H1 to J1), (H2 to J2), (H3 to J3), (H4 to J5), (H6 to J4). 
This study compared the dispatching time between human sequences and proposed model. It shows that the 
control center receiving the message from the train driver was at 08:50am. In the same time, the control center asked 
the Wuri and Zuoying depots whether it had available spare trains or not. After receiving the depot information, the 
control center informed a depot of assigning a spare train. In this case, the control center informing the Wuri depot 
was at 09:06am, which means that it took almost 16 minutes to coordinate for a spare train assignment. This work 
should be accelerated substantially by using the proposed system because the query actions only take few seconds to 
find the optimal solution. 
4. Conclusions and Future Work 
An ontology-driven MAS model, called OMA-HSR, was proposed to assist in HSR emergency trains dispatching.  
Four agents were designed with their goals are listed as follows: the goal of a TA is to transport its passengers to a 
safe places and to move to a depot for inspection and/or repair if needed.  The goal of a PA and a DA is to report the 
status of each resource it manages, while the goal of the OCCA is to craft a reasonable emergency dispatching plan 
by gathering all necessary information and by applying the 11 inference rules.  The plan can be used to guide each 
train’s movement, including original HSR trains, spare trains, towing trains, inspection and engineering trains and 
can be effectively and efficiently generated each time when any status of the HSR system changes.  SWRL and 
JADE were used to develop the proposed system; hence, use of FIPA would be straightforward and can facilitate 
development of more agents deployed in different locations of the HSR system to communicate and coordinate 
together.  Three real cases performed by experienced HSR dispatchers were selected to validate the proposed system.  
The comparison results show that the proposed system can generate the emergency dispatching plans as good as the 
original ones, using less time.  As noted before, if more instantaneous events occur such as several power substations 
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go down together, the proposed system should be able to handle such circumstances smoothly because the 
coordination time it uses is less than the time required in the manual approach. 
(a) Train agent UI;          (b) Power substation agent UI;      (c) The communication among agents in the case. 
Fig. 1. The user interface (UI) of each agent and the communication sequence. 
Further improvements can include testing of addition rules pertaining to sending ambulances and shuttle buses to 
the location where spare trains are difficult to reach.  It happens when a train cannot move and the other track is 
blocked as well.  In such a circumstance, use of ground transportation will be necessary and a DA should send its 
towing train to the location directly.  OMA-HSR can be generalized to cover other types of rail transportation and 
network topology, to expedite the disaster response phase without compromise on safety. 
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